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In recent years much emphasis has been placed on the importance of specific inter- 
actions in determining a wide range of polymer properties. Following the work 
of Fowkes and coworkers,’-* all non-dispersion force interactions falling into the 
“specific” category may be considered to arise from acid/base interactions. This 
places heavy emphasis on methods for determining suitable acid/base parameters 
for polymers, with inverse gas chromatography (IGC) as a convenient choice. The 
IGC approach employed by one of us’ uses Gutmann’s theory4 of (Lewis) acids 
and bases, and determines polymer interaction properties by placing these in con- 
tact with vapors of selected fluids for which acidlbase indexes, AN and DN, are 
available. Retention volume data for interacting vapor/polymer combinations are 
compared with the retention volumes of dispersion-force probes ( e .g . ,  n-alkanes), 
leading to the identification of AN and DN parameters for the polymer.’ 

The capability of polymer surfaces to interact with contacting fluids through 
electron acceptor/donor mechanisms raised the question whether or not such fun- 
damental procedures in surface science as contact angle determinations may be 
affected by acidlbase interactions between substrate and contacting fluid. A positive 
answer to this query was given in a recent article,’ which noted that the contact 
angle of polar fluids on an acidic polymer (PVC) and a basic polymer (PS) varied 
with the magnitude of acid/base interactions for contacting solid/liquid pairs. It was 
possible to obtain initial and equilibrium values of the contact angle, 8, and 8,. 
Differences between these values, labelled A@, are recalled in Table I along with 

*Corresponding author. 
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TABLE I 
Acceptor (AN) and donor (DN) numbers, contact angle decrease, A@ (deg), 

and work of adhesion, WA (mJ/M*), of liquids on PVC and PS 

PVC PS 

AN DN A@ WA W," A@ WA W," 

- - - - - - 8.1 2.6 PVC 
PS 1.7 4.3 
W 54.8 18.0 3 84 59.6 8 104 57.8 

55.Y 53.9" 
FM 39.8 24.0 1 72 72.2 9 88 70.1 

75.6" 73.5" 
B 8.2 0.1 5 39 69.4 7 45 66.4 
P 14.2 33.1 9 56 77.4 2 50 75.2 
THF 8.0 22.5 9 57 74.7 3 73 72.5 

- - - - - - 

"Values calculated using y f =  19.1 mJ/m2 at 20°C for water' and 35.5 mJ/mZ for forrnamide; all other 
yi  and 7: correspond to those in Table I of Ref. 3. 

pertinent AN and DN parameters for the polymers and for the following contact- 
ing fluids: water (W), formamide (FM), benzene (B), pyridine (P) and tetrahydro- 
furane (THF). Also entered in Table I are values of the work of adhesion, WA, and 
of its dispersion component, W i ,  as calculated respectively from 

WA = yL (1 + cos 0,) 

wi  = 2 (Ys YL) 

(1) 

(2) 

and 
d d l i2 

It can be seen that in several cases Wd,>WA. This suggests that the liquids change 
the solid surface by spreading or swelling and that, therefore, the polar (acidlbase) 
portion of the work of adhesion, W.,", may not be determined reliably from the ex- 
pression generally used, 

wA=w$, + w.," (3) 
The major impact of solid/liquid interactions may then be noted in WA and W.,", 
but not necessarily in W i .  

W.," is not available from data published in Ref. 3. An alternative approach can 
be taken by writing the polar interaction for acidic solids as 

Pab = ANs (DNL - ANL) 

Pab = DNs (ANL - DNL) 

(4) 

(5) 

and for basic solids as 

An acceptable relationship between P,b and the contact angle difference, A@, was 
reported in Ref. 3. ,  albeit that acceptability was, for the moment, based on limited 
experimental information. The relationship under consideration may be expressed 
as in eqn. 6, below, and empirical linear regression parameters may be calculated 
for the equation 
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CONTACT ANGLES ON POLYMER SOLIDS 89 

AO=A + BP,b (6) 
The regression parameters are entered in Table 11. A comparison is made between 
parameters obtained from analyses including all five liquids, and those obtained 
after exclusion of the most deviating value (identified in the Table). The reason for 
deviation in the specified cases has not been ascertained. As mentioned in recent 
communications, however,'-' irregularities in literature values of AN and DN for 
vapors used in the IGC experiments may be responsible. A somewhat more inclu- 
sive, but still empirical, evaluation of a specific interaction parameter may be ob- 
tained by writing 

P,b=(ANs-DNs) (DNL- ANL) 
= ANsDNL + DNsANL - ANsANL - DNsDNL (7) 

The Pib may be substituted in eqn. 6, with the result, as shown in Table 11, that the 
constant A ' = A  of eqn. 6, and the regression coefficient, r2, is the same in both 
cases. Only the slope of the straight line B' differs from B in eqn. 6. The empiri- 
cism of these statements notwithstanding, eqns. 4, 5 and 7 suggest that the net 
interaction potential at interfaces between two polar condensed phases should in- 
clude an evaluation of forces resulting from opposite donor/acceptor tendencies 
and also of modifying forces arising from the pairing of like (i.e. donor/donor and 
acceotor/acceptor) species. 

Eqn. 7 appears to be a better candidate than are eqns. 2 and 3 for expressing the 
magnitude of interfacial interactions due to acid/base forces. It is an analogue to 
an equation relating Wab to the acid/base components of the surface free energy',l" 

Wab- 
A -2[(%)"*- (yg)1/2] [(ybL)112- (y?)"'] 

(8) =2[(yJ. $)"*+($. y j y ' 2 -  (y$ . $ ) l / 2  - ($ . Y 9 1 / y  

The linear relationship between A@ and Pi,,, as generated by applying eqn. 7, 
supports the validity of eqn. 8, and thus also the concept of representing interactions 
at interfaces of condensed phases by including contributions from forces generated 
by unlike (acid/base) as well as by like (acid/acid or base/base) pairings. The possi- 
bility is not excluded that the latter may, in some cases, exceed the effects of acid/ 
base coupling at interfaces. Such an event has been reported earlier" for interfaces 
between perfluorohydrocarbons and water. 

As noted already, in the case of data from Ref. 3 ,  it is not possible to evaluate 

TABLE I1 
Constants of the linear regression, Eq. (6), for the dependence of A 0  on Pah (A ,  B) 

and on P,h (A', B'); the correlation coefficient, r2, is identical in both cases 

A =  A' B B' 8 

PVC 6.136 0.017 0.024 0.740 
PVC" 6.830 0.014 0.021 0.955 
PS 5.137 0.028 0.047 0.794 
PSb 5.712 0.045 0.075 0.996 

"computation excludes the value for FM (see Table I ) .  
bComputation excludes the value for W (see Table I). 
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TABLE 111 
Constants of the linear regression, Eq. (9), for the dependence of 

WA on Pah (A, B) and on PBh (A', B') (absolute values); 
the correlation coefficient, r2, is identical in both cases 

A = A '  B B' r2 

PVC 36.03 0.167 0.247 0.733 
PVC" 30.05 0.183 0.269 0.958 
PS 39.27 0.404 0.669 0.565 
PS" 30.50 0.445 0.737 0.767 

acornputation excludes value for FM. 

W 2  explicitly. Assuming, however, that acid/base interaction has the dominant 
effect on the equilibrium value of the contact angle, 8,, then a linear relationship 
may be expected between WA and P a b  or Pab, leading to the statement 

This is similar to eqn. 6 but uses the absolute value of Pab.  Results computed from 
this convention are shown in Table 111. The procedure implies that an acidic sub- 
stance interacts with a stronger acid as though it were a base, and similarly that a 
base interacts with a stronger base as though it were an acid. Similar observations 
were advanced in an earlier publication by one of  US.^ Additional experimental data 
will be sought to clarify further the issues raised in this note. 
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